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StarBright Dyes are exceptionally bright fluorescent nanoparticles with narrow excitation and 
emission characteristics. The brightness allows better resolution of rare populations and low-
density antigens, while the optimized excitation and emission profiles the flexibility to fit into 
any multicolor flow cytometry panel. They are compatible with most staining protocols, work 
in virtually all buffers with no loss in performance, and do not require any special buffers when 
combined with other StarBright Dyes, organic fluorophores, protein-based fluorophores, and 
polymer dyes. Resistant to photobleaching, stable without loss of performance over time, and 
fixable, StarBright Dyes allow you to build bigger and better panels with ease and high lot-to-
lot reproducibility.
To assess the performance of StarBright Dyes, 12-color flow cytometry panels containing 
multiple Brilliant Violet (BV) or Super Bright (SB) Dyes were directly compared with a 
StarBright Dye containing panel. The ability to resolve multiple populations, the spillover, and 
the spreading of populations were assessed. 

Staining conditions: red blood cell lysed human peripheral blood was blocked with 10% human serum and 
stained with VivaFix 355/442 Cell Viability Assay (Bio-Rad). After washing and resuspending in a standard FACS 
buffer (PBS + 1% BSA) or Brilliant Stain Buffer (BD), cells were incubated with a cocktail containing 11 
antibodies or a single antibody for compensation control tubes. Cells were stained in a 96-well plate for 1 hr at 
room temperature (RT), washed three times, and resuspended in FACS buffer prior to acquisition.

Multiplex panel: antibodies and fluorescent formats used in the panels are shown in Table 1. All antibodies 
were titrated to determine the optimal staining concentration prior to use. The panel containing StarBright
Dyes only consisted of 11 colors as no suitable equivalent of StarBright Violet 515 Dye (SBV515) or BV510 was 
available in the range. Where possible, all clones were matched.

Data collection and analysis: data for these studies were collected on a five laser, 30 parameter ZE5 Cell 
Analyzer. 100,000 cells were collected for the multiplex panel and 60,000 cells for the single stained controls. 
Analysis was performed using FCS Express Software (De Novo). StarBright Violet 440 Dye and Super Bright 436 
emissions were collected using a 460/22 filter. Brilliant Violet 421 emission was collected using a 420/10 filter.
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property of their respective owner.

The 12-color panels enabled the identification of many of the major lymphocyte 
and monocyte subsets found within peripheral blood: B lymphocytes, T helper, 
T cytotoxic, and T regulatory cells within the lymphocyte gate. In addition, naïve 
and memory status, and specific memory subsets were identified such as TEMRA, 
EM, CM, and co-stimulatory molecule expression. Within the monocyte gate, 
classical, intermediate, and nonclassical monocytes were observed.

• There were significant improvements in the separation of populations when 
StarBright Violet (SBV) Dyes were used (see main figure and highlighted plots). 

• The superior brightness of SBV Dyes gives improved resolution with the added 
benefit of reduced spillover and spreading due to the narrow excitation and 
emission profiles

• Furthermore, with no special buffer required, this staining could be performed 
in PBS 1% BSA

Violet Dye Comparison of 12 Color Immunophenotyping Panels on Human Peripheral Blood

StarBright Violet Dye Emission Spectra

Marker Catalog # 
(SBV Panel) StarBright Dye Brilliant Violet Super Bright

CD3 MCA463SBV440 SBV440 BV421 SB436
CD14 MCA1568SBV515 SBV515 BV510 N/A
CD4 MCA1267SBV610 SBV610 BV605 SB600
CD19 MCA1940SBV670 SBV670 BV650 SB645
CD8 MCA1226SBV710 SBV710 BV711 SB702
CD45RO MVA461SBV790 SBV790 BV785 SB780
CD57 MCA1305F FITC FITC FITC
CD16 MCA2357PE PE PE PE
CD45 MCA87P647 PE-A647 PE-A647 PE-A647
CD27 MCA755A647 A647 A647 A647
CD45RA MCA88A700 A700 A700 A700
L/D 1351111 VivaFix 355/442 VivaFix 355/442 VivaFix 355/442

Table 1. Antibodies used in the three panels.

Axxx, Alexa Fluor; BV, Brilliant Violet; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; L/D, live/dead; PE, phycoerythrin; 
SB, Super Bright; SBV, StarBright Violet.
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